This text file explains the identity of the columns in Exp2_Data_Dyads.csv, Exp2_Data_Pseudodyads.csv and Exp2_Data_Singles.csv. These files contain the data for the three different conditions in the Experiment 2 in “Structural priming in artificial languages and the regularisation of unpredictable variation” by Feher, Wonnacott & Smith (2016), Journal of Memory and Language, 91, 158-180.

In Experiment 2, participants were presented with videos of animal puppets performing simple actions on each other (such as hugging, kissing etc.) and the descriptions of these actions in an artificial language. The actions were described in two different word orders: verb + agent + patient OR verb + patient + the particle ‘tid’ + agent. The two word orders occurred with equal probability in the participants’ input languages. We measured the proportions of the different word orders in participants’ use during individual recall (just after training), during interaction and during another individual recall stage following interaction. There were three different interactive conditions: participants interacting with other human participants in dyads (Dyad Condition), participants believing they were interacting with other humans but in fact were interacting with a variable computer agent (Pseudodyad Condition) and participants knowingly interacting with computers (Singles Condition).

The data is organised in different files according to the interactive condition but all contain the following columns: 

Chain: the identifier for the communicating pair. Dyad Chains begin with a “D” and have two participants, Pseudodyad and Single chains each have one participant (because their communication partner is the computer and the computer’s productions have been removed from the data set), and they begin with a “P” and an “S”, respectively.

Participant ID: the unique number assigned to each participant prior to the experiment.

Stage refers to the experimental stage:
	vocabTraining - participants are trained on the nouns
	training:  participants are trained on the complete sentences
	recall1: first, pre-interaction reproduction test
	interactD: Interaction, Director - interactive phrase, director’s output
	InteractM: Interaction, Matcher - interactive phase, matcher’s output
	recall2: second, post-interaction recall test for entire sentences

Block: the number within an experimental phase within which all the items appear once in a random order. For instance in vocabTraining, all 4 nouns are presented 4 times, one in each Block, and within each block all 4 items appear in a random order.

TrialNumber: the trials within each block.

Meaning: the identity of the animal or the action in the presented video.

MeaningMirroring is coded as 0 or 1, depending on whether the video was mirrored (right to left as opposed to the original left to right orientation).

TrainingLabel: the text appearing under the video that is presented to the participants in sentence training.

TypedLabel: the labels produced by the participants.

CheckedLabel: the string of legal words with the minimum Levenshtein distance to participants’ original productions, production data clear from typos.

Array1 to Array 4: the meanings that appear in the array during the Matching trials in Interaction.

ArrayMirroring is whether the videos in the array were mirrored (1) or not (0).

Selected: the item in the array selected by the participant.

Score gives 1 for a correct answer and 0 for an incorrect match.

TrainingWordOrder: the word order of the text appearing under the video during training. VNN stands for the verb+agent+patient order, VNpN is the verb+patient+particle+agent order.





